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Recommendations  

1. Organizing programed sessions shared by International  

Ecolinguistics Association-IEA, Nigeria Ecolinguistics Association -

NEA,Japan Ecolinguistics Association-JEA,and China Ecolinguistics 

Association -China.   

2. Coordinating  regional ecolinguistics organisations that  plan to 

hold a panel in another regional conference.  

3. Launching a digital library which  is an online database of digital 

objects that include texts, still images, audio, video, digital 

documents, or other digital media formats accessible through 

the internet. Objects can consist of digitized content  

like print or photographs, as well as  social media posts. In addition 

to storing content ,this digital library provides means for 

organizing, searching, and retrieving the content contained in the 

collection. Ecolinguistics and related  fields are the material 

included where global  researchers  could get benefit from . All 

researchers , experts , and environmental activists could access 

the library  freely.  

4.  In case  point 3 is not workable , another way of enriching the 

researchers with sources in the  aformentioned   fields is to post    a 

link on the four associations  where members  could donate their 

own publications and publications of researchers and scholars 

they could access .A second  link is given to all members of the 
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four associations only to download  the material they require for 

free. 

5. In countries which suffered from the disaster of war like Iraq where 

Mother Nature has been savagely devastated , a portal should 

be devoted to war and ecolinguistics themes in conferences , 

sessions , and workshops. 

6. Environmental crisis should be given a big room in educational 

institutions . So , experts in education should launch  some 

curriculums  and programs on environmental issues that match 

different sciences.  
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